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An atypical year with
unexpected results

Press link below:

F CVTradeInvest

2020 in numbers
» In 2020, Cabo Verde surpassed the
benchmark of 1 billion euros in
investment projects approved;
» Decentralization of investments: Maio
stood out as the island collecting the
highest volume of investments, followed
by Santiago and São Vicente. The island of

rose to set a new record;
» Fish conserve company SUCLA celebrated
the 85th anniversary of its establishments
with its best year ever, with exports up
40%;
» SOCIAVE began exporting eggs to Guinea

Sal came in fourth place and the island of

Bissau for the first time, with chicken

Boa Vista in fifth;

exports to the country now on the agenda;

» The tourism sector was dominant with
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» Exports of grogue and related products

» CVTI opened a delegation in Sweden to

80% of all investments, followed by

cover all of Scandinavia and Northern

industry, with 19%;				

Europe, niche markets that could be

					

decisive for the future of Cabo Verde;
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2020 sees record volume of investment
projects approved

Number of projects
approved:

27 Projects

Total number of job posts
that will be created:

12 435

Total investments::

€ 1 244 333 816

Top 3 de investment

Three largest sectors:

Tourism
Industry
Trading
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Three islands receiving
the most investments:

Countries investing most:

São Vicente

Maio
Santiago
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Volume

Graph 1. Amount of investments in € from 2016-2020

Graph 2. Job posts between 2016-2020

In 2020, Cabo Verde Tradeinvest approved

positive growth when compared to the

a record volume of investment projects,

previous year, during which investments

totaling € 1,244,333,816.00 by the

reached € 488,298,562.00 and 1,952 job

end of 2020 and 12,435 job posts that

posts were created.

are expected to be created during the
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implementation thereof. A total of 27

The figure reached in 2020 is double the

projects were approved, including four

previous record established in 2017 of €

Establishment Conventions. This is very

600,877,430.00 and 6,689 new job posts.
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Sectors
Total Investment Value (EUR)

The Tourism sector continues to

Health

stand out in the country with the

1600 979 €, 0%

Trading 4437 945 €,

largest slice of investments - €
998,044,134.00 all told, equivalent

1%

Industry
240250 757 €, 19%

to 80% of total investments and
divided among 21 different
projects expected to create 11,380
job posts. A particular highlight is
the project Little Africa Maio, the
largest foreign direct investment
ever secured by Cabo Verde and
which promises to change the
dynamics of the island of Maio,
with 8,000 job posts and an

Tourism
998044 134 €, 80%

investment of € 500,000,000.00.
The industrial sector also stands
out, responding for 19% of total
investments with a global sum
of € 240,250,757.00 and 1,016
job posts distributed between
two projects. In this sector, the
highlight is the Nortuna Project,
which will begin in São Vicente
with a large-scale aquaculture
tuna farm whose production will
be channeled into exports.
The first two are followed by the
health sector, with € 1,600,979.00
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in investments also divided

posts with two projects for the

between two projects: the Sol

island of Santiago - Hygienus

Nascente Medical Clinic, already

Industrial and Portoil. Together

operating in São Vicente, and

with Nortuna, these two projects

Multimédica, which is to be set up

have been registered at the Cabo

in Cabo Verde’s capital city, Praia.

Verde International Business

These two projects will together

Center (known by the Portuguese-

create 18 job posts.

language acronym CIN CV).

Trading Internacional brought
€ 4,437,945.00 in investments
and expects to create 21 job
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Islands

Total Investment Value (EUR)
Sal

132,229,662 €, 11%

Boavista

453,453 €, 0%

Santo Antão,
294,744 €, 0%

São Vicente

251,364,486 €, 20%

Santiago

359,991,470 €, 29%

Maio

500,000,000 €, 40%

In 2020, Maio was the island that saw the

São Vicente comes in third in terms of

largest sum of investments approved, with

investment volume, having taken in 20% of

the project Little Africa Maio, which by

all investments in 2020 for eight projects in

itself accounts for 40% of all investments

the tourism, health and industrial sectors.

made at the national level during the year.

These investments total € 251,364,486.00
and are slated to create 1,230 job posts.

Maio was followed by Santiago, with
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11 projects accounting for 29% of all

The Island of Sal saw a total of five projects,

investments approved, or € 361,410,396.00

all in the area of tourism, with the €

in investments and the possibility to create

132,229,662.00 in investments expected to

1,733 job posts.

create 1,445 job posts.
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Country of origin
Total Investment Value (EUR)

The largest portion of foreign
Portugal

investments originates in Spain,

Norway

1,261,486 €, 0%

Others

400,000 €, 0%

240,000,000 €, 20%

with the project Little Africa Maio.
The main spotlight this year,

Cabo Verde

401,626,297 €, 32%

however, goes to investments
originating in Cabo Verde itself,
which comes in second place

EUA

496,383 €,
0%

on the list of countries of origin
with € 401, 626,297.00, divided
among 19 projects that could
create a total of 3,004 jobs in the
tourism, industrial, trading and
health sectors in the islands of

Portugal / Cabo Verde

Spain
500,000,000 €, 40%

São Vicente, Sal, Santiago and Boa

China

100,000,000 €,
8%

549,649 €, 0%

Vista. These figures are enhanced
by the corporation created by the
joint Cabo Verdean-Portuguese

Nortuna project. This project will

important investments expected

Meliá Lusofonia project, with an

create some 400 direct jobs in the

to lend dynamism to the Cabo

additional € 100,000,000.00 in

Flamengo district of São Vicente

Verdean economy and job market.

investments expected to create

for large-scale aquaculture tuna

400 job posts. This data reveals a

farming.

new domestic dynamic grounded

Within the context of the
worldwide pandemic and a

in local investors’ desire and

Similarly, Portugal also remains

generalized crisis, this is good

capacity to participate in the Cabo

an important partner for Cabo

news for Cabo Verde, as it

Verdean business market.

Verde, with two projects totaling

indicates that, despite the fact

€ 1,261,486 in investments that

that 2020 was a year in which

It is also important to highlight

will create 13 job posts, one in the

businesses made major efforts

the first-of-its-kind Norwegian

area of tourism and the other in

to remain viable, the years ahead

private investment the volume

the area of trading.

promise to see the opening of

of which brings Norway to third

new business opportunities in

place on the list of countries of

Italy, China, the United States

the country and the continued

origin, with the above-mentioned

and France were also the origin of

creation of job posts.
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Project approved in 2020
Project

Employment

Sector

Island

Share Capital

3 627 624 00€

70

Turismo

São Vicente

Cabo Verde

Soares Dunant

634 834 00€

12

Turismo

Sal

Cabo Verde

Clínica Médica Sol Nascente

549 649 00€

6

Saúde

São Vicente

China

Ouril Hotel

4 500 000 00€

100

Turismo

São Vicente

Cabo Verde

Casa Djedja

496 383 00€

8

Turismo

São Vicente

EUA

Santa Cruz Boutique Hotel

906 906 00€

15

Turismo

São Vicente

Cabo Verde

1 086 000 00€

9

Turismo

Sal

Portugal

585 181 00€

9

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

130 000 000 00€

1400

Turismo

Sal

Cabo Verde

Dynamic Ocean Roof Associates

400 000 00€

4

Turismo

Sal

France

Bonatura

250 757 00€

16

Indústria

Santiago

Cabo Verde

100 000 000 00€

400

Turismo

Santiago

PT / CV

4 262 459 00€

17

Trading

Santiago

Cabo Verde

175 486 33€

4

Trading

Santiago

Portugal

1 051 330 00€

12

Saúde

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Gamboa Plaza

250 000 000 00€

1200

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Little Africa Maio

500 000 000 00€

8000

Turismo

Maio

Spain

KB Hotel

1 269 669 00€

44

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Residencial Batalha

1 969 780 00€

16

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Residencial Santo Amaro

381 463 00€

12

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Oceano Azul Ocean Suites

108 828 00€

20

Turismo

Sal

Cabo Verde

Metalo

783 924 16€

20

Turismo

São Vicente

Cabo Verde

240 000 000 00€

1000

Indústria

São Vicente

Norway

VP Empreendimentos

453 453 04€

15

Turismo

Boavista

Cabo Verde

Luna Boutique Hotel

500 000 00€

11

Turismo

São Vicente

Cabo Verde

Agência C&A Oliveira

45 345 00€

3

Turismo

Santiago

Cabo Verde

Hotel Rural Lombo Branco

294 744 00€

12

Turismo

Santo Antão

Cabo Verde

1 244 333 815 54€

12435

Maria do Carmo Hotel

Sodade Catamaran
Boutique Hotel Meeting Plateau
Decameron New Horizons Ponta Sino

Melia Lusofonia
Hygienus Industrial
PORTOIL
Multimédica

Nortuna

Total
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Investment
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News
Little Africa Maio to make largest ever
investment project in Cabo Verde a reality

The Project by Spanish investor

World and Maio Vila. Africa

tourist complex. Maio Vila, for its

Enrique Bañuelos de Castro, who

World will feature an enormous

part, will be the part of the Project

was granted an Establishment

complex with museums and

devoted to luxury residential

Convention by the government

exhibition halls depicting African

tourism with townhouses and

of Cabo Verde and an Investment

countries, as well as a theater,

will contain a tax-free zone

Certificate by Cabo Verde

casinos, stores, a convention and

featuring duty-free shopping.

Tradeinvest, represents an

exposition center, an international

investment of 500 million euros

business center, a state-of-the-

In association with the project, a

that will provide for the creation

art hospital, an international

new international airport will be

of more than 8,000 job posts.

high school and housing for

built, as will a new port, a power

executives, employees and other

station, a water purification plant,

The Project will be made up

workers. It will also include the

logistics structures, quarries and

of two huge structures, Africa

3,000-room Little Africa Resorts

material processing services.

Caption: The ceremony in which the promoters of the investment project were officially handed the Establishment Convention
for the investment project by Vice-Prime Minister Olavo Correia, and the investment registration certificate by Cabo Verde
Tradeinvest Executive Administrator Alexandrino Anes.
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News

Royal Horizons
Ponta Sino with
€ 130 million
investment in Sal
The Bew Horizons Hotels
and Resorts group saw its

Norwegians choose Cabo Verde to farm
tuna using aquaculture

Royal Horizons Ponta Sino
SA project approved for
the island of Sal, with an
investment of € 130 million

The Island of São Vicente will

project is later slated to expand to

be the site of a large-scale

the island of São Nicolau, where

aquaculture tuna farming unit to

Cabo Verde’s two largest bays are

be developed by Norwegian outfit

located.

Nortuna and which is expected to
create some 400 direct job posts,

The species to be farmed, bluefin

as well as 800 indirect jobs.

tuna, is one of the most expensive
in the world, with prices on the

The project will be implemented

international market reaching

in several phases, the first of

as high as € 32 to € 40 per kilo.

which will see the light of day in

As such, the project will have an

the region of Flamengo, in the

important impact on Cabo Verde’s

island of São Vicente, followed

export potential, which will

by an expansion to the village

increase exponentially when the

of Tarrafal de Monte Trigo, in

aquaculture unit reaches cruising

the island of Santo Antão. The

speed.
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expected to create 1,400
direct and indirect job posts.
The 5-star resort will
feature 732 rooms located
in the historic Ponta Sino
zone on a total area of 11.5
hectares. The enterprise will
also feature ten stores, six
bars and five restaurants,
33 swimming pools, a beach
club, two gyms, a kids’ club,
a spa, a conference hall and
a theater.
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Meliá Lusofonia
Cabo Verde
to open with
eco-resort
concept
This tourist enterprise, which

The large-scale project is made up

center, a convention and congress

will be located on the Island of

of two hotels, as well as a number

center with room for up to

Santiago, calls for an investment

of additional tourism-related

2,000 for fairs and cultural and

of some € 100,000,000.00 and the

infrastructures. The 150-room

business events, an art gallery,

creation of approximately 400

Meliá Lusofonia Diplomático will

an international recording studio,

direct and 600 indirect job posts

be geared toward the business,

the Lusofonia Lagoon featuring

during the construction and

congress and incentives segment,

Crystal Lagoon technology, the

operational phase of the project.

while the 320-room Meliá

Nha Clube leisure area featuring

Lusofonia Spa Hotel is intended

sports and retail establishments,

The eco-resort intends to qualify

for leisure, cultural and health

and a beach club with an artificial

for the Biosphere Resort – Unesco

tourism, and the Meliá Lusofonia

beach.

certification, with the objective

Residence Clube will feature 160

of following all of the urban

apartments and villas aimed at

planning and landscaping norms

Cabo Verdean and international

and standards of the Santiago

families. Also a part of the project

Golf Resort Master Plan and the

will be the Lusofonia Arts and

Praia Detailed Urban Zoning Plan.

Music Academy, a multi-purpose
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Gamboa Plaza Shopping & Hotels promises
to change the face of Cabo Verde’s capital
The Gamboa Plaza Shopping &

restoration of Praia’s old port dock

creation of a beach club, a spa,

Hotels project is slated to go up

and leisure areas.

a gym, a convention center, a

on the Avenida dos Combatentes

casino, a mall, a private and public

bayside thoroughfare in the

In the project’s first phase, two

parking garage with a total of 236

Gamboa district of Cabo Verde’s

units will be built – a 4-star and

spaces, a public miniature golf

capital city, Praia.

a 5-star hotel – with a total of

course and a musical aquatic light

419 rooms, as will a marina with

park.

The project will be erected on

space for 150 recreational vessels.

a 13,987 square meter plot of

The former Praia port dock will

The second phase will feature

land and will be divided into two

also be restored and will be the

the construction of four 4- and

phases, with global investments

site for a recreational and leisure

5-star hotels with a maximum

of € 250,000,000 expected to

area to be known as Ponti Bedjo

capacity of 800 rooms and the

create a total of 1,200 direct job

featuring restaurants, bars, a

construction of related collective

posts. All told, the enterprise will

swimming pool, water sports

facilities.

consist of six hotels, a marina

and offices, among other things,

for recreational vessels, the

while Gamboa beach will see the
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Export
Grogue exports up during year marked
by pandemic
In a year in which the world was overcome by the Covid-19 pandemic, economies were
forced to reinvent themselves to adapt to this new reality that has lasted longer than
initially expected. The effects of Covid-19 were felt in a particularly acute manner in the
tourism sector, which accounts for a large percentage of Cabo Verde’s GDP. No part of
the value chain in the sector was left unaffected. With hotels closed, the consumption of
domestically made products by tourists dropped radically in all areas of the food sector.
The same would be expected in the beverage sector as well. However, at least with regards
to exports, data from the Directorate General of Customs of Cabo Verde shows that
businesses producing grogue (sugarcane brandy or rum) and its derivatives were able to
avoid the reduction in consumption seen on the domestic level in 2020.

Export destination

Year

60000
50000
40000
30000

Customs - Mindelo

Customs - Praia

Total

(Quantity/liters)

(Quantity/liters)

(liters)

2016

59 919

1 206

61 125

2017

40 680

20 880

61 560

2018

56 514

15 720

72 234

2019

40 104

4 200

44 304

2020

72 323

9 928

82 251

20000

10000
0

EUA
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France

Netherlands
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Export

In 2020, the various grogue-producing
enterprises exported a total of 82,251 liters
of the spirit, setting a record for the sector

Grogue exports 2016 - 2020

that in 2018 had seen one of its best years

90 000

ever, with total exports reaching 72,234

80 000

liters.

60 000

70 000
50 000
40 000

The nine companies exporting grogue

30 000

focused mainly on the United States

10 000

market, to which together they exported a
total of 55,786 liters of the distilled drink.

20 000
0

2016

2017

Customs - Mindelo (Quantity/liters)

2018

2019

Customs - Mindelo (Quantity/liters)

Netherlands and France came in second
and third place, with 23,465 and 3,000
liters exported, respectively.

Exporter

Destination

Quantity (liters)

Águas de Ribeirão

United States

4 528

Aldeia Tour, Lda

United States

5 400

Casa Nha Terra

United States

20 250

Fortes Produção de Aguardente

France

3 000

Garça Real

United States

9 639

João Monteiro e Filhos, Lda

United States

9 117

LF Licores

Netherlands

16 965

Oliveira e Oliveira

United States

6 852

Padaria Vitória

Netherlands

6 500

Total
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82 251
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2020
Total (liters)

Cabo Verde TradeInvest, your door
for investment in Cabo Verde

CONNECTED PUBLIC ENTITY
TO THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE

PUBLIC-PRIVATE APPROACH

MEDIATION

INFO

MEETINGS

FACILITATE

Relevant business information
and Sector Reports / Infographics

Organization of work missions
& political and / or technical meetings

Facilitate all
the project phases

SEARCH & FIND

AFTERCARE

MATCHMAKING

Concession support
of land

AfterCare

Matchmaking with partners
local and / or international

CONTACT
Rotunda da Cruz de Papa, 5 - C.P. 89-C, Achada Santo António - Praia CABO VERDE
(+238) 260 41 10 / 11 - (+238) 333 82 10
info@cvtradeinvest.cv

